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MANIN PAIRS AND TOPOLOGICAL FIELD THEORY
E. GETZLER
The Lie algebra of first order differential operators on the circle, sometimes known as
the Atiyah algebra, has a central extension parametrized by a real number d, the chiral
algebra spanned by the stress-energy tensor T(z) and current J(z), with singular operator
products
T(z) ·T(w) ∼
3
2
d
(z − w)4
+
2T(w)
(z − w)2
+
∂T(w)
z − w
,
T(z) · J(w) ∼
J(w)
(z − w)2
+
∂J(w)
z − w
,
J(z) · J(w) ∼
d
(z − w)2
.
We say that a field A(z) has weight (a, q) if it has conformal dimension a and charge q:
T(z) ·A(w) ∼
aA(w)
(z − w)2
+
∂A(w)
z − w
,
J(z) ·A(w) ∼
qA(w)
z − w
.
Kazama describes in [14] a chiral algebra spanned by the fields T(z) and J(z), together
with fermionic fields G+(z), G−(z) and Φ(z) of weight (3
2
, 1), (3
2
,−1) and (3
2
,−3) and a
bosonic field F(z) of weight (2,−2). These fields have singular operator products
G
+(z) ·G−(w) ∼
d
(z − w)3
+
J(w)
(z − w)2
+
T(w) + 1
2
∂J(w)
z − w
,
G
+(z) ·Φ(w) ∼ −1
2
G
−(z) ·G−(w) ∼
F (w)
z − w
,
G
+(z) ·G+(w) ∼ G−(z) ·Φ(w) ∼ G+(z) ·F (w) ∼ 0,
G
−(z) ·F (w) ∼
3Φ(w)
(z − w)2
+
∂Φ(w)
z − w
.
With Φ(z) and F (z) set to zero, this chiral algebra becomes the N = 2 superconformal
algebra: for this reason, we will call it the N = 11
2
superconformal algebra.
In this paper, we construct actions of the N = 11
2
superconformal algebra, with as
special cases the Kazama-Suzuki model, the G/G model, and several deformations of
The author is partially supported by a fellowship of the Sloan Foundation, and a research grant of
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these models. (The G/G model has also been considered by Isidro-Ramallo [11].) The
data from which we construct such an action are as follows:
(1) a finite-dimensional reductive Lie algebra g with invariant inner product (−,−);
(2) a polarization g = g+ ⊕ g− of g (that is, a decomposition into a direct sum of
transverse isotropic subspaces) such that g+ is a Lie subalgebra of g;
(3) a highest weight representation E of the affine Kac-Moody algebra ĝ with central
extension represented by the operator product expansion
X(z) ·Y (w) ∼
(X, Y )− 1
2
〈X, Y 〉
(z − w)2
+
[X, Y ](w)
z − w
,
where 〈−,−〉 is the Killing form of g;
(4) an element α ∈ g0, where g0 is the intersection of the orthogonal complements of
[g+, g+] and [g−, g−].
The vector space underlying this representation of the N = 11
2
algebra is the tensor
product of the highest weight representation E and the fermionic Fock space associated
to the polarized inner product space g. The central charge is
d = 1
2
dim g− (ρ, ρ)− (α, α),
where ρ = [xi, x
i] ∈ g; here xi and x
i are dual bases of g+ and g
−, and we employ the
summation convention for repeated indices.
The data (1) and (2) are known as a Manin pair, and have been introduced by Drinfeld
in the study of quasi-Hopf algebras [5]. If in addition g− is a Lie subalgebra of g, we say
that (g, g+, g−) form a Manin triple; this notion lies at the foundations of the Leningrad
school’s approach to completely integrable systems Semenov-Tian-Shansky [20]. In this
case, we obtain an action of the N = 2 superconformal algebra. When α = 0, this action
has been constructed by Spindel, Sevrin, Troust and van Proyen ([22], [21]); the model
of Kazama-Suzuki [15] is a special case of their results. Note that in the case of a Manin
triple, the element α ∈ g0 corresponds to a pair of characters x± 7→ (α, x±) of the two
Lie algebras g±.
In Section 7, we will construct an equivalence between the SL(2)/ SL(2) model and
the SL(2)/ SO(1) model with a non-zero value of α: the resulting equivalence of N = 11
2
superconformal algebras generalizes the results of Aharony-Ganoor-et al. [1], Hu and Yu
[10] and Frenkel [7], who showed that the cohomology of the two theories is isomorphic.
In an appendix, we explain the formulas which are used in the manipulation of opera-
tor products: while straightforward, their application leads to very complicated formulas,
and the chances of making an error are greatly reduced by the availability of an excellent
Mathematica package (Thielemans [23]). We also prove a result, found independently by
Figueroa-O’Farill [6], which gives a small number of relations between fields G± and Φ
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which must be verified in order for them to generate an action of the N = 11
2
supercon-
formal algebra.
This work was inspired by the article of Parkhomenko [17], who drew attention to the
central role played in the work of Sevrin et al. [22] and [21] of Manin triples. We are also
grateful to Bong Lian and Gregg Zuckerman for a number of interesting conversations.
1. The N = 11
2
superconformal algebra
Recall the definition of the N = 1 superconformal algebra: this is the chiral algebra
spanned by the stress-energy tensor T(z) and a fermionic field G(z), and their derivatives,
with operator products
T(z) ·T(w) ∼
3
2
d
(z − w)4
+
2T(w)
(z − w)2
+
∂T(w)
z − w
,
T(z) ·G(w) ∼
3
2
G(w)
(z − w)2
+
∂G(w)
z − w
,
G(z) ·G(w) ∼
2d
(z − w)3
+
2T(w)
z − w
.
Here, d is a real number called the central charge of the algebra. (This normalization of
the central charge, related to the usual central charge c by the formula d = c/3, is more
natural in the study of N = 2 models.) This chiral algebra may be embedded in the
N = 11
2
superconformal algebra, by mapping G to G+ + G− + Φ and T to T.
Superfields allow us to express these operator products in a compact way. In the
complex superspace with coordinates Z = (z, θ), introduce the differential operator
D =
∂
∂θ
+ θ
∂
∂z
,
so that D2 = ∂. If n ∈ Z, ε ∈ {0, 1} and W = (w, ξ), it is convenient to adopt the
notations
A(W )
(Z −W )n
=
A(W )
(z − w − θξ)n
=
(
(z − w)−n + nθξ(z − w)−n−1
)
A(W ),
A(W )
(Z −W )n−
1
2
=
2(θ − ξ)A(W )
(z − w − θξ)n
=
2(θ − ξ)A(W )
(z − w)n
.
Introducing the superfield G(Z) = G(z) + 2θT(z), the defining relations of the N = 1
superconformal algebra are contained in the singular operator product
G(Z) ·G(W ) ∼
2d
(Z −W )3
+
3
2
G(W )
(Z −W )3/2
+
DG(W )
Z −W
+
∂G(W )
(Z −W )1/2
.
A superfield Ω is a primary of dimension ∆ if
G(Z) ·Ω(W ) ∼
∆Ω(W )
(Z −W )3/2
+
DΩ(W )
Z −W
+
∂Ω(W )
(Z −W )1/2
.
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The N = 1 superconformal algebra may be realized on the Fock space of a scalar field
φ(z), with singular operator product
φ(z) ·φ(w) ∼ − log(z − w),
tensored with the Fock space of a free fermionic field ψ(z) with singular operator product
ψ(z) ·ψ(w) ∼
1
z − w
.
The superfield Ψ(Z) = ψ(z) + iθ∂φ(z) is a primary of dimension 1/2, and
Ψ(Z) ·Ψ(W ) ∼
1
Z −W
.
The superfield G = ΨDΨ realizes the N = 1 superconformal algebra with central charge
d = 1/2, and the fields T and G are given by the formulas
T = −1
2
(∂φ)2 − 1
2
ψ ∂ψ,
G = i∂φ ψ.
The following simple result is an analogue for the N = 1 superconformal algebra of the
well-known deformation T+α∂J of a stress-energy tensor by the derivative of a current.
Proposition 1.1. If G is a superfield realizing the N = 1 superconformal algebra with
central charge d, and Φ is a primary fermionic superfield of dimension 1/2 such that
Ψ(Z) ·Ψ(W ) ∼
1
Z −W
,
then G+ α∂Ψ realizes the N = 1 superconformal algebra with central charge d− α2.
In the case of the free field realization, we obtain a deformation with central charge
d− α2, given explicitly by the formulas
T = −1
2
(∂φ)2 − 1
2
ψ ∂ψ + i
2
α∂2φ,
G = i∂φ ψ + α∂ψ.
The free-field realization of the N = 1 superconformal algebra has a generalization,
in which the place of the vector space R is taken by a reductive Lie algebra g with
invariant inner product (−,−). Let xi be a basis of g, relative to which [xi, xj ] = C
k
ij and
hij = (xi, xj), with matrix inverse h
ij . Denote hklC
l
ij by Cijk: it is antisymmetric in all
three indices, reflecting the invariance of the inner product.
Let 〈−,−〉 be the Killing form of g, with coefficients
gij = 〈xi, xj〉 = C
l
ikC
k
jl.
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Let g be a simple Lie algebra with Cartan subalgebra h∗ and highest root θ. Let h be
the dual Coxeter number of k. We say that an inner product (−,−) has level k if
(x, x)
k + h
=
〈x, x〉
2h
.
The Killing form itself has level h.
Consider the chiral algebra generated by fields Ji(z) satisfying the operator product
expansions
Ji(z) · Jj(w) =
hij −
1
2
gij
(z − w)2
+
CkijJk(w)
z − w
.
These relations define a representation of the affine Kac-Moody algebra ĝ, with central
extension corresponding to the invariant inner product (x, y) − 1
2
〈x, y〉 on g. Introduce
free fermionic fields ai(z), with operator products
ai(z) · aj(w) ∼
hij
z − w
.
The superfields Ii(Z) = hija
j(z)+θ(Ji−
1
2
Cijka
jak) realize the super Kac-Moody algebra
associated to g (Kac-Todorov [12]),
Ii(Z) · Ij(W ) ∼
hij
Z −W
+
1
2
CkijIk(w)
(Z −W )1/2
.
The fields
G = Jia
i − 1
6
Cijka
iajak,
T = 1
2
(
hijJiJj + hij∂a
iaj
)
,
realize the N = 1 superconformal algebra, with central charge d = 1
2
dim g − 1
6
hijg
ij.
When g is abelian, the Killing form vanishes, and this model becomes the free-field
realization of the N = 1 superconformal chiral algebra.
The superfield I is a primary of dimension 1; it follows that if α is an element of g,
we may deform G to G + (α,DI), obtaining a realization of the N = 1 superconformal
algebra with central charge d = 1
2
dim g− 1
6
hijg
ij − (α, α).
The problem which we discuss in this paper is the construction of actions of the N = 11
2
superconformal symmetry underlying this N = 1 superconformal symmetry.
We may assemble the fields of the N = 11
2
superconformal algebra into superfields by
the following formulas:
G(Z) = (G+(z) + G−(z) + Φ(z)) + 2θT(z),
J(Z) = −J(z) + θ(G+(z)− G−(z)− 3Φ(z)),
F(Z) = Φ(z) + θF(z).
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Then G generates an N = 1 superconformal symmetry, J and F are bosonic and fermionic
superfields of dimension 1 and 3
2
, and
J(Z) · J(W ) ∼
d
(Z −W )2
+
1
2
G(W ) + F(W )
(Z −W )1/2
,
J(Z) ·F(W ) ∼
3F(W )
Z −W
+
1
2
DF(W )
(Z −W )1/2
,
F(Z) ·F(W ) ∼ 0.
We may think of F as a superfield representing a curvature term.
When the curvature F equals zero and we have the N = 2 superconformal algebra,
there is an automorphism which sends J to −J, and leaves G fixed. In terms of the
component fields, this exchanges G+ and G−, and sends J to −J. There is no analogue
of this automorphism when F is non-zero.
The following result, which has been found independently by Figueroa-O’Farill [6] when
Φ = F = 0, simplifies the verification of these operator products in concrete situations.
The proof is contained in the Appendix, along with some background on vertex algebras
used in its proof.
Proposition 1.2. Let G±(z) and Φ(z) be fermionic fields such that
G
+(z) ·G−(w) ∼
d
(z − w)3
+
J(w)
(z − w)2
+
T (w) + 1
2
∂J(w)
z − w
,
G
+(z) ·Φ(w) ∼ −1
2
G
−(z) ·G−(w) ∼
F(w)
z − w
,
G
+(z) ·G+(w) ∼ 0,
for a scalar d and bosonic fields J(z), T(z) and F(z), and
J(z) ·G±(w) ∼ ±
G
±(w)
z − w
, J(z) ·Φ(w) ∼ −
3Φ(w)
z − w
.
Then these fields satisfy the operator products of the N = 11
2
superconformal algebra,
with central charge d.
The following corollary applies to the case when the curvature F vanishes.
Corollary 1.3. Let G±(z) be fermionic fields such that G±(z) ·G±(w) ∼ 0,
G
+(z) ·G−(w) ∼
d
(z − w)3
+
J(w)
(z − w)2
+
T (w) + 1
2
∂J(w)
z − w
,
for a scalar d and bosonic fields J(z) and T(z), and
J(z) ·G±(w) ∼ ±
G
±(w)
z − w
.
Then these fields satisfy the operator products of the N = 2 superconformal algebra.
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The following result provides an analogue of Proposition 1.1 for the N = 11
2
supercon-
formal algebra.
Proposition 1.4. Suppose Ω±(Z) are fermionic superfields such that
G(Z) ·Ω±(W ) ∼
1
2
Ω±(W )
(Z −W )3/2
+
DΩ±(W )
Z −W
+
∂Ω±(W )
(Z −W )1/2
,
∓J(Z) ·Ω±(W ) ∼
Ω±(W )
Z −W
+
1
2
DΩ±(W )
(Z −W )1/2
,
Ω±(Z) ·Ω±(W ) ∼ F(Z) ·Ω±(W ) ∼ 0,
Ω+(Z) ·Ω−(W ) ∼
d′
Z −W
.
Then G˜ = G + ∂Ω+ + ∂Ω−, J˜ = J −DΩ+ +DΩ− and F˜ = F define a realization of the
N = 11
2
superconformal algebra with central extension d− 2d′.
Proof. Write Ω±(Z) = A±(z) + θB±(z). Then
G
±(z) ·A±(w) ∼
B±(w)
z − w
,
G
∓(z) ·A±(w) ∼ G±(z) ·B±(w) ∼ 0,
G
∓(z) ·B±(w) ∼
A±(w)
(z − w)2
+
∂A±(w)
z − w
,
A+(z) ·A−(w) ∼
d′
z − w
, B+(z) ·B−(w) ∼
d′
(z − w)2
,
while Φ(z) ·A±(w) ∼ A±(z) ·B±(w) ∼ A±(z) ·B∓(w) ∼ 0. The deformed fields are given
by the formulas
T˜ = T+ 1
2
(∂B+ + ∂B−), G˜
±
= G± + ∂A±, J˜ = J+B+ − B−,
while Φ˜ = Φ and F˜ = F. The verification of the hypotheses of Proposition 1.2 is now
straightforward.
2. Manin pairs
The following definition is due to Drinfeld [5].
Definition 2.1. Let g be a finite dimensional, reductive Lie algebra over C, with invari-
ant inner product (−,−). A Manin pair (g, g+, g−) is a polarization g = g+⊕g− of g such
that g+ is a Lie subalgebra of g; it is a Manin triple if in addition g− is a Lie subalgebra
of g.
In fact, Drinfeld does not include the complementary isotropic subspace g− in the data
defining a Manin pair: however, we find our more precise notion of a Manin pair to be
convenient for the purposes of this paper.
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Given a Manin pair, define the subspace g0 ⊂ g to be the intersection of the subspaces
[g+, g+]
⊥ and [g−, g−]
⊥.
An example of a Manin pair is obtained by taking a reductive Lie algebra k with an
invariant inner product (−,−): we let g = k⊕ k, with inner product
(x1 ⊕ y1, x2 ⊕ y2) = (x1, x2)− (y1, y2).
Let g± = {x ⊕ ±x | x ∈ k}: it is clear that these subspaces are isotropic, and that g+
is a Lie subalgebra (though not g−, since [g−, g−] ⊂ g+). This Manin pair is associated,
by the construction of this paper, to the action of the N = 11
2
superconformal algebra in
the G/G model.
Examples of Manin triples may be obtained by taking the following data:
(1) a simple Lie algebra k, with Borel subalgebra b;
(2) an invariant inner product (−,−) on k;
(3) a parabolic subalgebra p ⊃ b.
The parabolic subalgebra p has the Levi decomposition p = l⊕ n, where l is reductive
and n is nilpotent. Let g be the Lie algebra g = k⊕ l, with inner product
(x1 ⊕ y1, x2 ⊕ y2) = (x1, x2)− (y1, y2).
The subalgebra
g+ = {x⊕ y ∈ k⊕ l | x− y ∈ n} ⊂ g
is easily seen to be isotropic, and dim g+ =
1
2
dim g.
Let h be the Cartan subalgebra of k determined by the Borel subalgebra b; if x ∈ k,
denote by xh its projection onto h. Let b− be the Borel subalgebra opposite to b. The
subalgebra
g− = {x⊕ y ∈ (k ∩ b−)⊕ (l ∩ b) | (x+ y)h = 0} ⊂ g
is isotropic, and together with g+ forms a Manin triple.
The two extreme cases of this construction are of especial interest:
(1) If p = b is itself a Borel subalgebra, then g = k⊕ h and
g± = {x⊕ h ∈ b± ⊕ h | xh = ±h}.
This Manin triple corresponds to the Kazama-Suzuki model.
(2) If p = k is all of k, then g = k⊕ k and
g+ = {x⊕ x ∈ k⊕ k},
g− = {x⊕ y ∈ b− ⊕ b+ | xh + yh = 0}.
This Manin triple corresponds to the G/Gmodel (and is also familiar as the Manin
triple associated to the classical limit of the quantum group Uqk).
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Denote by ∆ ⊂ h∗ the roots of k, and by ∆˜ ⊂ ∆ the roots of l ⊂ p. Let Π ⊂ ∆ be
the basis of the root system ∆ determined by b, and let ∆ = ∆+ ∪∆− be the associated
decomposition of ∆ into positive and negative roots. Then p has the decomposition into
a sum of weight spaces of k,
p =
∑
α∈∆+∪∆˜
kα,
where for α ∈ ∆, kα = {x ∈ k | Hx = α(H)x for all H ∈ h}.
To a root α ∈ ∆ ⊂ h∗ is associated a coroot αˇ ∈ ∆ˇ⊂ h, such that the reflection sα
is given by the formula
sαβ = β − α(β )ˇ;
in particular, α(αˇ ) = 2. For α ∈ ∆+, let xα ∈ kα and x−α ∈ k−α be vectors such that
[xα, x−α] = αˇ , [αˇ , x±α] = ±2xα.
It follows that
(xα, x−α) =
1
2
([αˇ , xα], x−α) =
1
2
(αˇ , [xα, x−α]) =
1
2
(αˇ , αˇ ).
Given the Manin triple (g = k⊕ l, g+, g−), g+ has basis
{
xα ⊕ 0 | α ∈ ∆+\∆˜+
}
∪
{
αiˇ ⊕ αiˇ | αi ∈ Π
}
∪
{
x±α ⊕ x±α | α ∈ ∆˜+
}
.
If {αi | 1 ≤ i ≤ r} are the simple roots of k, the fundamental weights {ωi | 1 ≤ i ≤
r} ⊂ h∗ are the dual basis of the basis {αˇ i | 1 ≤ i ≤ r} of h. We may identify the weights
ωi with elements of h by means of the restriction to h of the inner product (−,−). With
these notations, the basis of g− dual to the above basis of g+ is
{
2
(αˇ ,αˇ )
(x−α ⊕ 0) | α ∈ ∆+
}
∪
{
1
2
(ωi ⊕−ωi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r
}
∪
{
2
(αˇ ,αˇ )
(0⊕−xα) | α ∈ ∆˜+
}
.
Thus, g0 has the basis
{
αiˇ ⊕ αiˇ | αi ∈ Π
}
∪
{
ωi ⊕−ωi | αi ∈ Π ∩ ∆˜
}
.
If (g, g+, g−) is a Manin triple, the inner product on g induces an identification of g−
with the dual g∗+ of g+, and vice versa. The choice of a basis xi of g+ determines a dual
basis xi of g−, such that the bracket of g is given by the formulas
[xi, xj] = c
k
ijxk,
[xi, x
j] = f jki xk + c
j
kix
k,
[xi, xj] = f ijk x
k − φijkxk.
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The coefficients ckij , f
ij
k and φ
ijk satisfy the identities
ckij = −c
k
ji, f
ij
k = −f
ji
k , φ
ijk = −φjik = −φikj,
cmij c
l
mk + c
m
jkc
l
mi + c
m
kic
l
mj = 0,
f ijmf
mk
l + f
jk
m f
mi
l + f
ki
m f
mj
l = c
i
lmφ
jkm + cjlmφ
kim + cklmφ
ijm,
cimkf
jm
l − c
i
mlf
jm
k − c
j
mkf
im
l + c
j
mlf
im
k = c
m
klf
ij
m ,
fklmφ
ijm + f ilmφ
jkm + f jlmφ
kim = 0.
Being a Manin triple is equivalent to the vanishing of the coefficients φijk.
Let us illustrate these formulas in the case of the Manin pair associated to k⊕k. If we
choose a basis xi of k with respect to which the inner product is given by the matrix hij ,
we obtain dual bases xi⊕ xi and
1
2
hij(xj ⊕−xj) of g+ and g−. The structure coefficients
ckij are those of the Lie algebra k, the coefficients f
ij
k vanish, and the coefficients φ
ijk are
given by the formula φijk = 1
4
hilhjmcklm.
Given x ∈ g, denote its projection onto g± by x±, and write x¯ = x+ − x−. Writing
x+ = p
ixi and x− = qix
i, the condition that x ∈ g0 is expressed by the formulas
pif jki = qic
i
jk = qiφ
ijk = 0.
The element ρ = [xi, x
i] ∈ g is given by the explicit formula
ρ = f jij xi + c
j
ijx
i.
It is easily seen that ρ ∈ g0.
Introduce the notations ad(xi)xj = c
k
ijxk and ad
∗(xi)xj = f
ki
j xk for the adjoint action
of g+ on itself, and for the “action” of g− on g+; ad(x+) is a derivation of the Lie algebra
g+, while ad
∗(x−) is provided x− is orthogonal to [g+, g+], in particular, if x− ∈ g0.
Let D : g+ −→ g+ denote the derivation D = − ad(ρ+)−ad
∗(ρ−) of the Lie algebra g+,
given by the explicit formula
Dxi = (f
jk
k c
l
ji + c
k
jkf
jl
i )xl.
Lemma 2.2. Dxi = f
kl
i c
j
klxj and Tr(D) = −(ρ, ρ) = −2(ρ+, ρ−)
Proof. Let A : g+ ⊗ g− −→ R be the bilinear form A(x, y) = −Tr(ad(x) ad
∗(y)), with
matrix Aji = c
k
ilf
jl
k . Summing over the indices i and l in the formula
cimkf
jm
l − c
i
mlf
jm
k − c
j
mkf
im
l + c
j
mlf
im
k = c
m
klf
ij
m ,
we see that
−Ajk − c
i
mif
jm
k − c
j
mkf
im
i − c
j
lmf
lm
k + A
j
k = 0.
The first and last terms cancel, and we obtain the formula for Dxi. Taking the trace
over the indices j and k, we obtain the formula for Tr(D).
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Denote by 〈−,−〉 the Killing form of g, and by 〈−,−〉+ the Killing form of g+. The
proofs of the following formulas are straightforward:
〈xi, xj〉 = 2〈xi, xj〉+, 〈xi, x
j〉 = −Dji − 2A
j
i , 〈x
i, xj〉 = 2f ikl f
jl
k + c
i
klφ
jkl + cjklφ
ikl.
We see that 〈xi, x
i〉 = −3Tr(D) and Tr(D2) = 1
2
〈ρ, ρ〉.
Consider the Manin triple (g = k⊕ l, g+, g−). Identify the weights
ρ(k) =
1
2
∑
α∈∆+
α and ρ(l) =
1
2
∑
α∈∆˜+
α
with elements of h using the restriction of the inner product (−,−) to h. From the
explicit basis introduced above for g = k⊕ l, it follows that
ρ =
∑
α∈∆+
2αˇ
(αˇ , αˇ )
⊕
∑
α∈∆˜+
2αˇ
(αˇ , αˇ )
= 2ρ(k)⊕ 2ρ(l),
so that ρ± = (ρ(k)± ρ(l))⊕ (±ρ(k) + ρ(l)), and
Tr(D) = −2(ρ(k), ρ(k)) + 2(ρ(l), ρ(l)).
In the case that p = b, Freudenthal’s formula
(ρ, ρ)
(θ, θ)
=
h dimk
24
,
where θ is the highest root of k, shows that
Tr(D) = −
h dimk
6(k + h)
.
Finally, we recall Drinfeld’s twisting operation [5]. Given a Manin pair (g, g+, g−) and
a linear map R : gi −→ g+, we define a subspace
R · g− = {x−Rx | x ∈ g−}.
Introducing the matrix elements Rxi = Rijxj , the condition that R · g− is isotropic is
equivalent to the matrix Rij being antisymmetric. Taking as our dual bases of g+ and
R · g− the vectors xi and x
i − Rijxj , we see that the structure coefficients of the Manin
pair are modified in the following way:
ckij → c
k
ij ,
f ijk → f
ij
k − R
ilcjkl − R
ljcikl,
φijk → φijk +Rilf jkl − R
jlf ikl − R
ilRjmcklm.
We may illustrate this construction with the Manin triple with g = k ⊕ k. Then g+
has basis {
X±α = x±α ⊕ x±α | α ∈ ∆+
}
∪
{
Xi = αˇ ⊕ αˇ | α ∈ Π
}
,
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while g− has the dual basis
{
X±α = ±
2x∓α
(αˇ , αˇ )
| α ∈ ∆+
}
∪
{
X i = 1
2
(ωi ⊕−ωi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r
}
.
The twist
R =
∑
α∈∆+
Xα ∧X−α
(αˇ , αˇ )
transforms this Manin triple to the Manin pair for which g− = {(x,−x) | x ∈ k}.
3. Finite-dimensional topological field theory
In this section, we describe a finite-dimensional analogue of the construction of the
next section; this section may be skipped, since its results are not used elsewhere in this
paper.
Let A be a graded commutative algebra. A zeroth order differential operator is an
operator which commutes with elements of A, while an n-th order differential operator
on A is an operator L whose commutator with elements of A is an (n − 1)-th order
differential operator. A first order derivation is a derivation in the usual sense, while an
n-th order derivation on A is an operator L such that [L, a]− La is an (n− 1)-th order
derivation for all a ∈ A (see Penkava-Schwartz [18]). In particular, n-th order derivations
are n-th order differential operators. A second-order derivation is an operator satisfying
the formula
∆(abc) = ∆(ab)c + (−1)|∆| |a|a∆(bc) + (−1)(|a|+|∆|)|b|b∆(ac)
− (∆a)bc− (−1)|∆| |a|a(∆b)c− (−1)|∆|(|a|+|b|)ab(∆c).
Definition 3.1. A Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra is a graded commutative algebra A to-
gether with a second-order derivation ∆ of degree −1 such that ∆2 = 0.
A differential Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra (A,∆, δ) is a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra to-
gether with a derivation δ of degree 1 on A such that δ2 = 0, and such that δ∆+∆δ is
a first-order differential operator.
Let A be the exterior algebra Λk∗, where k is a vector space. Given a basis xi of k with
dual basis xi of k∗, we denote by ai the operator of degree −1 consisting of contraction
with xi, and by a
i the operation of exterior multiplication by xi. These operators satisfy
the canonical commutation relations
aiaj + aja
i = δij .
An operator L on A is an n-th differential operator if it can be written as a sum of
monomials each of which is at most n-th order in the operators {ai}.
A second order derivation ∆ of degree −1 on A has the form
∆ = 1
2
f ijk aiaja
k + piai
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for coefficients f ijk and p
i such that f ijk + f
ji
k = 0. The author learnt the following lemma
from G. Zuckerman.
Lemma 3.2. The formula ∆2 = 0 holds if and only if f ijk are the structure coefficients
of a Lie coalgebra, f ijmf
mk
l + f
jk
m f
mi
l + f
ki
m f
mj
l = 0, and p
kf ijk = 0.
Proof. We calculate
∆2 = 1
4
f ijk f
i′j′
k′ aiaj
(
δki′aj′ − δ
k
j′ai′ + ai′aj′a
k
)
ak
′
+ pkf ijk aiaj .
The term proportional to akak
′
vanishes, so that
∆2 = 1
2
fmil f
jk
m a
laiajak + p
kf ijk aiaj .
The first term is antisymmetric in ai, aj and ak, and we see that its vanishing is precisely
the Jacobi rule for the Lie cobracket xi 7→
1
2
f ijk xi ∧ xj on k.
A derivation of degree 1 of A has the form
δ = 1
2
ckija
iajak,
for coefficients ckij such that c
k
ij+ c
k
ji = 0. The proof of the following lemma is dual to the
proof of Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.3. The formula δ2 = 0 holds if and only if ckij are the structure coefficients of
a Lie algebra.
We say that a Lie algebra with cobracket xi 7→
1
2
f ijk xi ∧ xj is a Lie bialgebra if the
following identity between the structure coefficients ckij and f
ij
k is satisfied:
cimkf
jm
l − c
i
mlf
jm
k − c
j
mkf
im
l + c
j
mlf
im
k = c
m
klf
ij
m .
This is equivalent to supposing that the data (k⊕ k∗,k,k∗) form a Manin triple, where
the inner product on k⊕ k∗ is induced by the duality between k and k∗.
A cocharacter of a Lie coalgebra k is an element x = piai ∈ k lying in the kernel of
the cobracket of k.
Proposition 3.4. There is a bijection between structures of a Lie bialgebra on k together
with a cocharacter x ∈ k and differential Batalin-Vilkovisky structures on the algebra Λk∗.
Proof. Write ∆ = 1
2
f ijk a
kaiaj + p
iai and δ =
1
2
ckija
iajak. We have
∆δ + δ∆ =
(
−f imk c
j
lm +
1
4
f ijmc
m
kl
)
aiaja
kal + 1
2
f ilk c
k
jl(a
jai − aia
j) + pickija
jak.
This is a first-order differential operator if and only if the first terms cancel, or equivalently
if k is a Lie bialgebra.
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We will denote the operator δ∆+ δ∆ by L. Note that if k is a Lie bialgebra,
L = D + ad(x) + 1
2
Tr(D) = − ad(ρ+ − x)− ad
∗(ρ−) +
1
2
Tr(D),
where D is the derivation Djia
iaj of k introduced in the last section and x = p
ixi.
The following dictionary allows us to interpret the structure of a differential Batalin-
Vilkovisky algebra on Λk∗ and the N = 2 superconformal algebra associated to a Manin
triple:
T L
G
+ δ
G
− ∆
J degree
Let (A,∆, δ) be a differential Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra such that the operator L =
δ∆+∆δ is semi-simple: the vector space A decomposes into a sum of eigenspaces Aλ on
which L equals λ. The basic complex of A is the subspace Abasic on which
∆a = ∆δa = 0.
This is a subcomplex for the differential δ, whose cohomology is called the basic co-
homology of A. As is explained in the first section of [9], the equivariant cohomology
H•S1(A) is the derived functor of the basic cohomology. It is defined by replacing A by
the differential Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra A[Ω, ω], of graded polynomials in a variable Ω
of degree 2 and a variable ω of degree 1, with operators ∆tot and δtot
∆tot =
∂
∂ω
+∆, δtot = Ω
∂
∂ω
+ δ.
Equivalently, the equivariant cohomology is the cohomology of the space of polynomials
A0[Ω] with respect to the differential δ − Ω∆, where A0 is the kernel of L. This con-
struction is the analogue in finite dimensions of the coupling of an N = 2 superconformal
model with topological gravity.
If (k⊕k∗,k,k∗) is a Manin pair, so that k∗ is no longer assumed to be a Lie subalgebra,
we say that k is a quasi-Lie bialgebra: this notion is due to Drinfeld [5]. The cobracket
xi 7→
1
2
f ijk xi ∧ xj no longer satisfies the Jacobi relation, and hence the operator ∆
2 does
not vanish: rather, we have the formula
∆2 + δφ+ φδ = 0,
where φ = 1
6
φijkaiajak. We also have the formulas ∆φ + φ∆ = φ
2 = 0; we call this
structure a quasi-Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra. Note that on the cohomology of A with
respect to the differential δ, the operator ∆ induces a Batalin-Vilkovisky structure, since
∆2 is chain equivalent to 0.
It makes no sense to define the basic cohomology of a quasi-Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra.
However, if the action of L is semisimple, we may still define the equivariant cohomology,
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as the basic cohomology of A[ω,Ω] with operators
∆tot =
∂
∂ω
+∆− ω∆2 − Ωφ, δtot = Ω
∂
∂ω
+ δ.
It may be shown that the equivariant cohomology is the cohomology of the space of
polynomials A0[Ω] with respect to the differential δ − Ω∆+Ω
2φ, where A0 is the kernel
of L. We will see in Section 5 that this is a model for the coupling of an N = 11
2
superconformal field theory to topological gravity, and that the coupled theory actually
has full N = 2 superconformal symmetry.
4. A family of N = 2 superconformal field theories
Let (g, g+, g−) be a Manin pair, with dual bases xi of g+ and x
i of g−. We may rewrite
the N = 1 superconformal model associated to g in this basis. The Kac-Moody currents
{Ji(z), J
i(z)} have operator products
Ji(z) · Jj(w) = −
1
2
〈xi, xj〉
(z − w)2
+
ckijJk(w)
z − w
,
Ji(z) · J
j(w) =
δji −
1
2
〈xi, x
j〉
(z − w)2
+
f jki Jk(w) + c
j
kiJ
k(w)
z − w
,
J i(z) · J j(w) = −
1
2
〈xi, xj〉
(z − w)2
+
f ijk J
k(w)− φijkJk(w)
z − w
,
while the free fermionic fields ai(z) and a
i(z) have operator products
ai(z) · a
j(w) ∼
δji
z − w
,
ai(z) · aj(w) ∼ a
i(z) · aj(w) ∼ 0.
The composite currents Ii(z) and I
i(z) are given by the formulas
Ii = Ji − c
k
ija
jak −
1
2
f jki ajak,
I i = J i − f ijk aja
k − 1
2
cijka
jak + 1
2
φijkajak.
If α = pixi + qix
i ∈ g0, the fields (α±, I) are given by the formulas
(α+, I) = p
i(Ji − c
k
ija
jak), (α−, I) = qi(J
i − f ijk aja
k).
For example, these formulas apply if α = ρ.
The field G of the Kac-Todorov model may decomposed into a sum of three fermionic
fields G+ + G− + Φ, with ghost number repsectively +1, −1 and −3, and given by the
formulas
G
+ = Jia
i − 1
2
ckija
iajak,
G
− = J iai −
1
2
f ijk aiaja
k,
Φ = 1
6
φijkaiajak.
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Lemma 4.1.
G
+(z) ·G−(w) ∼
1
2
dim g− (ρ, ρ)
(z − w)3
+
ai(w)ai(w) + (ρ, I(w))
(z − w)2
+
1
2
(J(w), J(w)) + ∂ai(w)ai(w) +
1
2
(ρ, ∂I(w))
z − w
,
G
+(z) ·G+(w) ∼ 0,
G
−(z) ·G−(w) ∼ −
φijk(Ji(w)− c
m
il a
l(w)am(w))aj(w)ak(w)
z − w
−
ciklφ
jkl∂ai(w)aj(w)
z − w
Proof. (1) To calculate G+(z) ·G−(w), we first observe that
Ji(z)a
i(z) · J j(w)aj(w) ∼
A3
(z − w)3
+
A2
(z − w)2
+
A1 +B1
(z − w)2
,
where
A3 =
1
2
(dim g− 〈xi, x
i〉) = 1
2
dim g+ 3
2
Tr(D),
A2 = (δ
j
i −
1
2
〈xi, x
j〉)ai(w)aj(w) + (ρ, J(w)),
= ai(w)ai(w) + (−
1
2
Dji + A
j
i )a
i(w)aj(w) + (ρ, I(w)),
A1 = (δ
j
i −
1
2
〈xi, x
j〉)∂ai(w)aj(w) + Ji(w)J
i(w),
= ∂ai(w)ai(w)−
1
2
Dji a
i(w)∂aj(w) + A
j
i∂a
i(w)aj(w)
+ 1
2
(
Ji(w)J
i(w) + J i(w)Ji(w) + (ρ, ∂I(w))
)
,
B1 = f
jk
i Jk(w)a
i(w)aj(w) + c
j
kiJ
k(w)ai(w)aj(w).
Here, we have made use of the formulas
Ji(z)J
i(z) = 1
2
(
(J(z), J(z)) + (ρ, ∂J(z))
)
and
(ρ, ∂I(z)) = (ρ, ∂J(z)) +Djia
i(z)aj(z).
The term B1 is cancelled by the operator products
Ji(z)a
i(z) ·(−1
2
f jkl aj(w)ak(w)a
l(w)) ∼ −
f jki Jk(w)a
i(w)aj(w)
z − w
,
(−1
2
cljka
j(z)ak(z)al(z)) · J
i(w)ai(w) ∼ −
cikjJ
k(w)ai(w)aj(w)
z − w
.
The calculation of the operator product G+(z) ·G−(w) is completed by the formula
(−1
2
ckija
i(z)aj(z)ak(z)) ·(−
1
2
f pqr ap(w)aq(w)a
r(w)) ∼
−
1
2
Tr(D)
(z − w)3
+
(1
2
Dji − A
j
i )a
i(w)aj(w)
(z − w)2
+
1
2
Djia
i(w)∂aj(w)
z − w
−
Aji∂a
i(w)aj(w)
z − w
.
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(2) To calculate G+(z) ·G+(w), we first observe that
Ji(z)a
i(z) · Jj(w)a
j(w) ∼
A
z − w
+
B
z − w
,
where A = ckijJk(w)a
i(w)aj(w) and B = −1
2
〈xi, xj〉∂a
i(w)aj(w). The term A is cancelled
by the operator products
Ji(z)a
i(z) ·(−1
2
cljka
j(w)ak(w)al(w)) ∼ −
1
2
cijkJi(w)a
j(w)ak(w)
z − w
,
(−1
2
cljka
j(z)ak(z)al(z)) · Ji(w)a
i(w) ∼ −1
2
cijkJi(w)a
j(w)ak(w)
z − w
.
The term B is cancelled by the operator product
(−1
2
cljka
j(z)ak(z)al(z)) ·(−
1
2
cljka
j(w)ak(w)al(w)) ∼
1
2
〈xi, xj〉∂a
i(w)aj(w)
z − w
.
(3) To calculate G−(z) ·G−(w), we first observe that
J i(z)ai(z) · J
j(w)aj(w) ∼
A
z − w
+
B
z − w
+
C
z − w
,
where A = −φijkJi(w)aj(w)ak(w), B = f
ij
k J
k(w)ai(w)aj(w), and C = −
1
2
〈xi, xj〉∂ai(w)aj(w).
The term B is cancelled by the operator products
J l(z)al(z) ·(−
1
2
f ijk ai(w)aj(w)a
k(w)) ∼ −1
2
f ijk J
k(w)ai(w)aj(w)
z − w
,
(−1
2
f ijk ai(z)aj(z)a
k(z)) · J l(w)al(w) ∼ −
1
2
f ijk J
k(w)ai(w)aj(w)
z − w
.
Next observe that
(−1
2
f ijk ai(z)aj(z)a
k(z)) ·(−1
2
f lmn al(w)am(w)a
n(w)) ∼
D
z − w
+
E
z − w
,
where D = f ijmf
mk
l ai(w)aj(w)ak(w)a
l(w) and E = f ikl f
jl
k ∂ai(w)aj(w). The proof is com-
pleted using the formulas
f ijmf
mk
l + f
jk
m f
mi
l + f
ki
m f
mj
l = c
i
lmφ
jkm + cjlmφ
kim + cklmφ
ijm,
〈xi, xj〉 = 2f ikl f
jl
k + c
i
klφ
jkl + cjklφ
ikl.
Motivated by this lemma, we introduce fields
J = aiai + (ρ, I),
T = 1
2
(
JiJ
i + J iJi + ∂a
iai − a
i∂ai
)
,
F = 1
2
φijk(Ji − c
m
il a
lam)ajak +
1
2
ciklφ
jkl∂aiaj .
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Then the above lemma shows that
G
+(z) ·G−(w) ∼
1
2
dim g− (ρ, ρ)
(z − w)3
+
J(w)
(z − w)2
+
T(w) + 1
2
J(w)
z − w
,
G
−(z) ·G−(w) ∼ −
2F(w)
z − w
.
It is easy to see that
G
+(z) ·Φ(w) ∼
F(w)
z − w
.
To complete the verification of the relations of the N = 11
2
superconformal algebra, we
must show that the fields G± and Φ have charges ±1 and −3. The proof uses the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.2. If α ∈ g0, the superfields Ω
±(Z) = (α∓, I(Z)) satisfy the hypotheses of
Proposition 1.4.
Proof. Let us start with the case of Ω+(Z) = A+(z) + θB+(z), where
A+ = qia
i, B+ = qi(J
i − f ijk aja
k).
It may be shown by the same methods as in the proof of Proposition 1.2 that it suffices
to prove the following operator products:
G
−(z) ·A+(w) ∼
B+(w)
z − w
,
G
+(z) ·B+(w) ∼
A+(w)
(z − w)2
+
∂A+(w)
z − w
,
G
+(z) ·A+(w) ∼ Φ(z) ·A+(w) ∼ 0.
The vanishing of qic
i
jk shows that G
+(z) ·A+(w) ∼ 0, while the vanishing of qiφ
ijk shows
that Φ(z) ·A+(w) ∼ 0. The formula
G
−(z) · ai(w) ∼
J i(w)− f ijk aj(w)a
k(w)
z − w
shows that G−(z) ·A+(w) ∼ B+(w)/(z − w).
To calculate B+(z) ·G+(w), observe that
qiJ
i(z) · Jj(w)a
j(w) ∼
A2
(z − w)2
+
A1 +B1
z − w
,
where A2 = (δ
i
j −
1
2
〈xi, xj〉)qia
j(w), D = cijkqia
j(w)Jk(w) and E = −f ikj qia
j(w)Jk(w).
The term B1 is cancelled by the operator product
qi(−f
ik
j ak(z)a
j(z)) · Jl(w)a
l(w) ∼
f ikj qia
j(w)Jk(w)
z − w
.
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The calculation of G+(z) ·B+(w) is completed by the operator product
qi(−f
ij
k aj(z)a
k(z)) ·(−1
2
cnlma
l(w)am(w)an(w)) ∼
1
2
〈xj , x
i〉qia
j(w)
(z − w)2
.
The case of Ω−(Z) = A−(z) + θB−(z), where
A− = piai, B
− = pi(Ji − c
k
ija
jak),
is proved in a similar way, by proving the formulas
G
+(z) ·A−(w) ∼
B−(w)
z − w
,
G
−(z) ·B−(w) ∼
A−(w)
(z − w)2
+
∂A−(w)
z − w
,
G
−(z) ·A−(w) ∼ Φ(z) ·A−(w) ∼ 0.
Using this lemma, we see that
G
+(z) ·(ρ, I(w)) ∼ G+(z) ·(ρ+, I(w)) + G
+(z) ·(ρ−, I(w))
∼
(ρ+, a(w))
(z − w)2
+
(ρ+, ∂a(w))
z − w
,
G
−(z) ·(ρ, I(w)) ∼ G−(z) ·(ρ+, I(w)) + G
−(z) ·(ρ−, I(w))
∼
(ρ−, a(w))
(z − w)2
+
(ρ−, ∂a(w))
z − w
.
Furthermore,
ai(z)ai(z) ·G
+(w) ∼
cjija
i(w)
(z − w)2
+
cjij∂a
i(w)
z − w
∼
(ρ+, a(w))
(z − w)2
+
(ρ+, ∂a(w))
z − w
,
ai(z)ai(z) ·G
−(w) ∼
f ijj ai(w)
(z − w)2
+
f ijj ∂ai(w)
z − w
∼
(ρ−, a(w))
(z − w)2
+
(ρ−, ∂a(w))
z − w
.
Combining these formulas, we see that J(z) ·G±(w) ∼ ±G±(w)/(z − w).
To complete the verification of the N = 11
2
superconformal algebra, we must check
that G−(z) ·Φ(w) ∼ 0, which is a consequence of the formula
f ilmφ
jkm + f jlmφ
klm + fklmφ
ijm = 0,
and that
J(z) ·Φ(w) ∼ −
3Φ(w)
z − w
,
which follows from the fact that (ρ, I(z)) ·Φ(w) ∼ 0.
Having constructed an action of the N = 11
2
superconformal algebra, it is simple to
construct others: we simply apply Proposition 1.4 with
Ω±(z) = (α∓, I(z)),
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where α = α+ + α− is an element of g0. This has the effect of modifying the fields to
T = 1
2
(
JiJ
i + J iJi + ∂a
iai − a
i∂ai + (α, ∂I)
)
,
G
+ = Jia
i − 1
2
ckija
iajak + qi∂a
i,
G
− = J iai −
1
2
f ijk aiaja
k + pi∂ai,
J = aiai + (ρ+ α¯, I),
while Φ and F are unchanged. The central charge becomes d = 1
2
dim g− (ρ, ρ)− (α, α).
There is an especially natural choice for α, namely α = −ρ¯. With this value of α, the
field J takes the especially simple form aiai of the ghost number, while the central charge
becomes simply d = 1
2
dim g. It is natural to restrict α to lie in the lattice for which the
zero-mode of the field J has integral eigenvalues: this is equivalent to the zero-mode of
the field (ρ+ α¯, I(z)) having integral eigenvalues.
5. Coupling to topological gravity
There is a modification of the N = 11
2
superconformal algebra with twisted boundary
conditions, parametrized by an angle θ, in which the fields G±(z) and Φ(z) satisfy the
boundary conditions
G
±(e2piiz) = e±iθG±(z),
Φ(e2piiz) = e−3iθΦ(z).
We may realize the N = 11
2
superconformal algebra with these boundary conditions by
using the construction of the last section but with fermions having boundary conditions
ak(e2piiz) = eiθak(z) , ak(e
2piiz) = e−iθak(z).
Of these boundary conditions, only the cases where eiθ = ±1 have an underlying N = 1
superconformal symmetry generated by the field G(z) = G+(z)+G−(z)+Φ(z): the choice
of periodic boundary conditions eiθ = 1 goes by the name of the Ramond sector, while
the choice of anti-periodic boundary conditions eiθ = −1 is called the Neveu-Schwarz
sector.
The twisting construction of Witten and Eguchi-Yang is a way of constructing a topo-
logical field theory in its Ramond (Neveu-Schwarz) sector from an N = 11
2
theory in its
Neveu-Schwarz (Ramond) sector. The Hilbert spaces of the two theories, are identical,
and all that is changed is the stress-energy tensor T(z), which is replaced by its twist
Ttop(z) = T(z) +
1
2
∂J(z). This has the effect of modifying the conformal dimensions of
the fields in the theory, subtracting from them half of their U(1) charge. In particular,
the field G+(z) now has conformal dimension 1. In the Ramond sector of the topological
theory, this allows us to think of the zero mode Q of the field G+ as a differential on the
space of states of the theory, and the zero mode of the field J as a degree operator. (The
operator Q may be identified with the mode G+1/2 of the untwisted N = 2 theory.)
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The operator Q raises degree by 1, and its cohomology is by definition the space of
physical states of the topological field theory. By the formula
Ttop(z) = [Q,G
−(z)],
we see that the Virasoro algebra acts trivially on this cohomology space, explaining why
this model is called a topological field theory. In the model of the last section, this
differential
Q = Res
(
Jia
i − 1
2
ckija
iajak
)
is the BRS operator which calculates the semi-infinite cohomology for the projective
action of the infinite dimensional Lie algebra ĝ+ acting through the currents Ji(z). Note
that this differential is independent of α ∈ g0, and hence so is the physical Hilbert space.
By contrast, the zero mode of J, which defines the grading, and the zero-mode of the
spin 2 field G− do depend on α.
In [9], we have described the coupling of a topological field theory associated to an
N = 2 superconformal field theory to topological gravity. This may be generalized to
the case of an N = 11
2
superconformal action. The semi-infinite Weil complex W is the
Fock space associated to a pair {γ(z), β(z)} of free bosonic fields and a pair {c(z), b(z)}
of free fermionic fields, with operator products
b(w) · c(z) ∼ β(z) · γ(w) ∼
1
z − w
,
while c(z) · c(w) ∼ b(z) · b(w) ∼ γ(z) · γ(w) ∼ β(z) ·β(w) ∼ 0. The vacuum | − 1〉 of W
is characterized by its being annihilated by the modes
{bn, βn | n ≥ −1} ∪ {cn, γn | n > 1};
this Fock space is called the (−1)-picture.
The couple theory is the tensor product of the highest weight module E of the N = 11
2
superconformal algebra with the semi-infinite Weil complex W , and has an action of the
N = 2 superconformal algebra, with central charge d− 3, given by the formulas
Ttop = 2∂cb+ c∂b + 2∂γβ + γ∂β + Ttop,
G+ = γb+ G+,
G− = b+ 2∂cβ + c∂β + G− + cF− γΦ,
J = cb+ 2γβ + J.
It is interesting that on coupling to topological gravity, we recover a full N = 2 supercon-
formal symmetry, despite only having N = 11
2
superconformal symmetry in the matter
sector.
Suppose that E is the vector space of states of an N = 11
2
superconformal field theory:
thus, it has two commuting actions of the N = 11
2
superconformal algebra, corresponding
to chiral and anti-chiral sectors of the conformal field theory. The cohomology H•(E)
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of the differential Q + Q¯ is a commutative algebra, with respect to the fusion product,
while the operator G−0 − G¯
−
0 induces an operator ∆ on H
•(E) giving it the structure of a
Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra.
Define the equivariant cohomology H•S1(E) of E to be the semi-relative cohomology of
the coupled theory W ⊗ W¯ ⊗ E, that is, the cohomology of the BRS operator Q + Q¯
on the kernel of the difference of zero-modes G−0 − G¯
−
0 . This is the space of physical
states of the topological field theory underlying E to topological gravity. The equivariant
cohomology H•S1(E) is a gravity algebra, just as in the case of an N = 2 superconformal
field theory.
The equivariant cohomology of the model introduced in the last section is independent
of α− ∈ g0, and we conjecture that it is independent of α+ as well, in the sense that there
is a flat (or, possibly, projectively flat) connection on the bundle over g+∩g0 whose fibre
at α+ is the equivariant cohomology of the corresponding model.
Define the field
K = c(∂cβ + G− − γΦ),
of conformal dimension 1 and charge 0; thus, the fields Ttop and J are invariant under
the operation ead(K) of conjugation by the exponential of the zero mode of K.
Proposition 5.1.
ead(K)G+ = c∂cb+ c(2∂γβ + γ∂β + Ttop)
+ G+ + γ(b− G−) + γ2Φ− ∂(cJ) + d−3
2
∂2c,
ead(K)G− = b.
Proof. The formula for ead(K)G+ follows from the formulas
ad(K)G+ = c∂cb + c(2∂γβ + γ∂β + Ttop)
+ G+ − γG− + γ2Φ− ∂(cJ) + d−3
2
∂2c− cγF,
1
2
ad(K)2G+ = cγF− c∂cγΦ,
1
6
ad(K)3G+ = c∂cγΦ, ad(K)4G+ = 0.
The formula for ead(K)G− follows from the formulas
ad(K)G+ = −2∂cβ − c∂β − G− − 2cF+ γΦ + c∂cΦ,
1
2
ad(K)2G+ = cF− 2c∂cΦ,
1
6
ad(K)3G+ = c∂cΦ, ad(K)4G+ = 0.
We may now prove the following extension of Theorem 2.2 of [9].
Theorem 5.2. The equivariant cohomology H•S1(E) is naturally isomorphic to the co-
homology of the complex E0[Ω] of polynomials in a variable Ω of ghost number 2 with
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coefficients in the kernel E0 of the rotation operator (Ttop)0 − (T¯top)0, with respect to the
differential
(Q+ Q¯)− Ω(G−0 − G¯
−
0 ) + Ω
2(Φ0 + Φ¯0).
Proof. The operator
kc−kβk + G
−
0
has degree −1, and commutes with the operators (Ttop)0 and G
−
0 ; in proving this, we
use the formula [G−n , Fm] = (2n − m)Φn+m. Thus, it restricts to a map of the basic
complex (W ⊗ W¯ ⊗ E)basic to itself. Thus, we may calculate the equivariant cohomology
by restricting attention to the kernel of the commutator
[G+0 + G¯
+
0 , kc−kβk + G
−
0 ] = k(c−kbk + γ−kβk) + (Ttop)0,
acting on the basic subcomplex. Taking k = 0, we see that we may suppose that (Ttop)0 =
0. For k < −1, the operators c−kbk and γ−kβk are negative, and we may suppose they
each vanish. For k > 0 or k = −1, the operators c−kbk and γ−kβk are positive, and we
may again suppose they vanish. Similar arguments apply in the anti-chiral sector, so we
may calculate the equivariant cohomology on the subcomplex spanned by the vectors
{
cm0 c¯
m¯
0 γ
n
0 γ¯
n¯
0 |−1〉 | m, m¯ ∈ {0, 1}, n, n¯ ≥ 0
}
⊗{v ∈ E | (Ttop)0v = (T¯top)0v = (G
−
0 −G¯
−
0 )v = 0}.
The rest of the proof is as in [9].
6. Twisting
Given an element R ∈ Λ2g+, we have shown in Section 2 how to twist a Manin pair
(g, g+, g−), to obtain a new Manin pair in which the space g− is replaced by R · g−,
spanned by the vectors xi − Rijxj . In this section, we describe how the N = 1
1
2
super-
conformal symmetry is modified by twisting.
If Rij is the antisymmetric matrix defining a twist, introduce the operator R =
1
2
Rijaiaj . The following formulas are easily proved:
G
+(z) ·R(w) ∼
1
2
ckijR
ijak(w)− qiR
ijak(w)
(z − w)2
−
Rijai(w)(Jj(w)− c
l
jka
k(w)al(w))
z − w
+
1
2
ckijR
ij∂ak(w)
(z − w)2
,
G
−(z) ·R(w) ∼ −
1
2
f ijl R
klai(w)aj(w)ak(w)
z − w
.
We modify the fermionic fields in the following way: τRG
+ = G+, while
τRG
− = G− + [G+R]1,
τRΦ = Φ−
2
3
[G−R]1 +
1
6
[[G+R]1R]1.
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Proposition 6.1. The twisted fields τRG
± and τRΦ are the fields associated to the twisted
Manin pair (g, g+, R · g−), with α+ replaced by
τRα+ = α+ −
1
2
ckijR
ijxk,
while α− is unchanged. They generate an action of the N = 1
1
2
superconformal algebra
if and only if
ad(τRα+)R
lm + 1
2
f lmk c
k
ijR
ij = ad∗(α−)R = 0.
The twists of the other fields are given by the formulas
τRJ = J− [G
+[G+R]2]1,
τRT = T−
1
2
∂[G+[G+R]2]1,
τRF = F−
2
3
[G+[G−R]1]1 +
1
6
[G+[[G+R]1R]1]1.
Proof. Since twisting sends the coefficients f ijk to
f ijk − R
ilcjkl −R
ljcikl
and the vector xi to xi − Rijxj , it twists the field J
iai −
1
2
f ijk aiaja
k to
(J i −RijJk)ai −
1
2
f ijk aiaja
k +Rilcjklaiajak = J
iai −
1
2
f ijk aiaja
k − Rijai(Jj − c
l
jka
kal),
while leaving the field qi∂a
i invariant. This shows that G− + [G+R]1 equals the field G
−
associated to the twisted Manin triple (g, g+, R · g−), but with α+ replaced by τRα+.
Twisting sends the coefficients φijk to
φijk +Rilf jkl − R
jlf ikl −R
ilRjmcklm
The formulas
(Rilf jkl − R
jlf ikl )aiajak = −4[G
−
R]1,
RilRjmcklmaiajak = [[G
+
R]1R]1
show that the field τRΦ associated to the twisted Manin triple (g, g+, R · g−) equals Φ−
2
3
[G−R]1 +
1
6
[[G+R]1R]1.
The twisted field τRJ is given by the formula
τRJ = [G
+τRG
−]2 = J+ [G
+[G+R]1]2 = J− [G
+[G+R]2]1.
The twisted stress-energy tensor τRT is given by the formula
τRT = [G
+τRG
−]1 −
1
2
∂τRJ = T+ [G
+[G+G−]1]1 +
1
2
∂[G+[G+R]2]1.
However, [G+[G+G−]1]1 = 0, while ∂[G
+[G+R]2]1 = [G
+∂[G+R]2]1. The formula for τRF
follows from the fact that τRF = [G
+τRΦ]1.
The twisted fields τRG
± and τRΦ generate an action of the N = 1
1
2
superconformal
algebra provided the following three conditions hold:
(1) τRα+ ⊥ [R · g−, R · g−];
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(2) α− ⊥ [g+, g+];
(3) α− ⊥ [R · g−, R · g−].
The first condition may be rewritten
(pk − 1
2
cklmR
lm)(f ijk −R
ilcjkl +R
jlcikl) = 0.
Since pkf ijk vanishes and
(pk − 1
2
cklmR
lm)(Rilcjkl +R
ljcikl) = ad(α+)R,
the condition on α+ follows.
The second of these conditions is automatically satisfied, while the third may be rewrit-
ten
qk(R
ilf jkl −R
jlf ikl − R
ilRjmcklm) = qk(R
ilf jkl −R
jlf ikl ) = 0,
where we have used the fact that, since α− ∈ g0, qkc
k
ij = 0. But this equation is equivalent
to ad∗(α−)R = 0.
From this proposition, we see that the twist does not change the BRS operator Q, and
only changes the field J by a BRS commutator [Q, [G+R]2]. Thus, the cohomology of the
space of physical states, and its grading, is unchanged. Since the field G− is changed
by a BRS commutator [Q,R], the action of the Batalin-Vilkovisky operator ∆ on the
cohomology is unchanged.
The equivariant cohomology is also left unchanged by a twist, since the field G+ =
γβ + G+ is unchanged, while G− changes by a BRS commutator:
τRG
− = G− + [Q,R+ 2
3
c[G−R]1 −
1
6
c[[G+R]1R]1].
7. The SL(2)/SL(2) model
In this section, we study two N = 2 superconformal actions, associated to the two
conjugacy classes of parabolic subalgebras of the Lie algebra k = sl(2), p = b and
p = k. We will construct an intertwining operator between these two superconformal
algebras, or rather between certain N = 11
2
twists of them, in the sense of the last section.
Aharony et al. [2] have conjectured that similar results hold for any simple Lie algebra k:
for example, that for any simple Lie algebra k, there is an explicit intertwining operator
between the N = 11
2
superconformal action associated to the Manin pair based on k⊕ k
and the corresponding action for the Manin triple based on k⊕ h, with α = −ρ¯.
Let us start with a very simple example of a Manin triple: the two-dimensional abelian
Lie algebra with hyperbolic inner product R1,1. Let {x+} be a basis of g+ ∼= R, and let
x+ be the vector such that (x+, x
+) = 1. We introduce a pair of free fermionic fields
{a+(z), a
+(z)}, such that
a+(z) · a
+(w) ∼
1
z − w
,
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and a pair of free bosonic fields {γ, β} such that
β(z) · γ(w) ∼
1
z − w
.
We may realize the Heisenberg algebra R̂1,1 in a Fock space associated to the fields γ(z)
and β(z) by means of currents J+ = β and J
+ = ∂γ. In this way, we obtain a free-field
realization of the N = 2 superconformal algebra with central charge d = 1:
G
+ = a+β,
G
− = a+∂γ,
J = a+a+,
T = ∂γβ + 1
2
(∂a+a+ − a
+∂a+).
The associated BRS operator Q = Res(a+β) has one-dimensional cohomology, spanned
by the vacuum | 〉. (Physicists call the Fock space associated to the fields {γ, β, a+, a+}
a Kugo-Ojima quartet, while mathematicians call it a Koszul complex.)
Next, we turn to the the Manin triple g = sl(2) ⊕ so(2) associated to the Borel
subalgebra b of sl(2). The Lie algebra sl(2) has basis
J+ =

0 1
0 0

 , J0 =

1 0
0 −1

 , J− =

0 0
1 0

 .
Denote by κ the inner product (J+, J−): since the dual Coxeter number of sl(2) is 2, this
Manin triple corresponds to a representation of ŝl(2) at level k = κ− 2. Denote by j the
element of so(2) corresponding to the element J0 ∈ sl(2). The subalgebra g+ has basis
x0 =
1
2
(J0 + j), x− = J−,
while the dual basis of the subalgebra g− is
x0 = (2κ)−1(J0 − j), x
− = κ−1J+.
The element ρ equals [x0, x
0] + [x−, x
−] = −κ−1x0 − x
0, so that ρ+ = −κ
−1x0 and
ρ− = −x
0.
Let J±(z) and J0(z) be fields realizing a highest weight representation of ŝl(2) at level
k = κ− 2:
J+(z) · J−(w) ∼
k
(z − w)2
+
J0(w)
z − w
,
J0(z) · J±(w) ∼ ±
2J±(w)
z − w
,
J0(z) · J0(w) ∼
2k
(z − w)2
.
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The field j(z) is a free field with
j(z) · j(w) ∼ −
2κ
(z − w)2
.
Introduce free fermionic fields {a0(z), a
0(z), a−(z), a
−(z)}, with
a0(z) · a
0(w) ∼ a−(z) · a
−(w) ∼
1
z − w
.
Consider the following two-parameter family of actions of the N = 2 superconformal
algebra, with central charge d = 3− (1− st)/κ:
G
+ = a+β + a0
(
1
2
(J0 + j) + a
−a−
)
+ a−J− + s∂a
0,
G
− = a+∂γ + κ
−1a0
(
1
2
(J0 − j) + a
−a−
)
+ κ−1a−J+ + t∂a0,
J = a+a+ + a
0a0 + a
−a− − κ
−1(1 + s)[Q, a0]− (1− t)[Q, a
0]
)
,
T = β∂γ + (2κ)−1
(
1
2
(J0)
2 + J+J− + J−J+ −
1
2
j2 + s[Q, ∂a0] + κt[Q, ∂a
0]
)
,
+ 1
2
(
∂a0a0 + ∂a
0a0 + ∂a
−a− − a
0∂a0 − a
0∂a0 − a
−∂a−
)
.
Here we have parametrized the element α ∈ g0 as α = sx0 + κtx
0, the BRS operator
Q = Res(G+) is the zero-mode of the field G+, and
[Q, a0] =
1
2
(J0 + j) + a
−a−,
κ[Q, a0] = 1
2
(J0 − j) + a
−a−.
For s = t = 0, this is the tensor product of the actions of the N = 2 superconformal
algebra associated to the abelian Lie algebra R1,1 and the Kazama-Suzuki model at level
k, associated to the Manin triple sl(2)⊕ so(2). We will show that at s = 1 and t = −1,
this representation of the N = 2 superconformal algebra is equivalent to that associated
to the Manin triple sl(2)⊕ sl(2): according to Karabali and Schnitzer [13] and Schnitzer
[19], this describes the SL(2)/ SL(2) model at level k.
Consider the effect of twisting this action by the operator R = (2κ)−1a+a−. The
conditions of Proposition 6.1 are satisfied, and we obtain an action of the N = 11
2
superconformal algebra where the fields G+, J and T are unchanged by the twist, while
τRG
− = (2κ)−1
(
a+(J− + 2κ∂γ) + a0(J0 − j + 2a
−a−) + a−(2J+ − β)
+ a0a+a− + 2∂a0
)
,
Φ = −
1
3κ2
a+a0a−.
Of course, F = [Q,Φ]: we will not need its explicit formula.
We now introduce the field
A = γ(J+ − 2a
−a0 + a
0a+).
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The following operator products are easily demonstrated:
T(z) ·A(w) ∼
A(w)
(z − w)2
+
∂A(w)
z − w
− (s+ t)
∂(γ(w)(J+(w)− 2a
−(w)a0(w)))
(z − w)2
,
J(z) ·A(w) ∼ (t− s− 2)
γ(w)(J+(w)− 2a
−(w)a0(w))
z − w
.
In order for conjugation by the zero-mode of the field A to be physically meaningful, the
field A should have conformal dimension 1 and charge 0. For this reason, we set s = −1
and t = 1 for the remainder of this section. For these values of the parameters, the fields
J and T are given by the formulas
J = a+a+ + a
0a0 + a
−a−,
T = β∂γ + (4κ)−1
(
(J0)
2 + 2J+J− + 2J−J+ − j
2 − 2∂j
)
,
+ 1
2
(
∂a0a0 + ∂a
0a0 + ∂a
−a− − a
0∂a0 − a
0∂a0 − a
−∂a−
)
The Wakimoto representation of the affine Kac-Moody algebra at level −k − 4 is
realized in the Fock space of the free bosonic field j(z) and free bosonic fields β(z) and
γ(z), with currents
K+ = β
K0 = −2γβ + j
K− = −γ
2β + γj − (k + 4)∂γ.
(The highest weight Λ of the Wakimoto representation equals the vacuum expectation
value of the zero-mode of j.)
Theorem 7.1.
e− ad(A)G+ = a+(J+ +K+) + a
0
(
1
2
(J0 +K0)− a
+a+ + a
−a−
)
+ a−(J− +K−)
− 2a+a−a0,
e− ad(A)τRG
− = (2κ)−1
(
a+(J− −K−) + a0(J0 −K0) + a−(J+ −K+)
)
,
while the fields J, T and Φ are left invariant by the automorphism e− ad(A).
Proof. Denote the field J+ − 2a
−a0 + a
0a+ by I+. The calculation of e
− ad(A)G
+ follows
from the formulas
ad(A)G+ = −a+I+ − a
0γ(I+ − β) + a
−(−γj + (k + 4)∂γ) + 2∂a−γ − ∂a0,
1
2
ad(A)2G+ = −a0γI+ + a
−γ2(I+ − β) + 2∂a
−γ,
1
6
ad(A)3G+ = a−γ2I+, ad(A)
4G
+ = 0.
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The calculation of e− ad(A)τRG
− follows from the formulas
ad(A)τRG
− = (2κ)−1
(
a+(γj + k∂γ) + 2a0γ(I+ − β) + a−I+ − 2∂a+γ + 2∂a0
)
,
1
2
ad(A)2τRG
− = (2κ)−1
(
a+γ
2(β − I+) + 2a0γI+ − 2∂a+γ
)
,
1
6
ad(A)3τRG
− = −(2κ)−1a+γ
2I+, ad(A)
4τRG
− = 0.
The fields J and T are invariant under ad(A), since we have chosen s = −1 and t = 1,
while the invariance of the field Φ is easily seen to satisfy ad(A)Φ = 0.
As a last transformation, let us apply the twist τ−R to the the above action of the
N = 11
2
superconformal algebra. Once more, the conditions of Proposition 6.1 are
satisfied. The resulting action actually has N = 2 superconformal symmetry, with action
G+ = e− ad(A)G+ = a+(J+ +K+) + a
0
(
1
2
(J0 +K0)− a
+a+ + a
−a−
)
+ a−(J− +K−)
− 2a+a−a0,
G− = τ−Re
ad(−A)τRG
− = κ−1
(
−a+K− + a0(
1
2
(J0 −K0) + a
+a+ + a
−a−) + a−J+ + ∂a0
))
,
T = T+ (2κ)−1[Q, ∂a0],
J = J+ κ−1[Q, a0],
where Q is the zero mode of G+, and
[Q, a0] =
1
2
(J0 −K0)− a
+a+ + a
−a−.
This is the N = 2 action associated to the Manin triple g = sl(2)⊕ sl(2): g+ has basis
x+ = J+ +K+, x0 =
1
2
(J0 +K0), x1 = J− +K−,
g− has dual basis
x+ = −κ−1K−, x
0 = (2κ)−1(J0 −K0), x
− = κ−1J+,
the subspace g0 is spanned by x0, and the element α is taken to equal κ
−1x0.
Appendix. The operator product expansion and vertex algebras
In this paper, we have made free use of the operator product expansion of conformal
field theory, as axiomatized in the notion of a vertex algebra. A vertex algebra is a Z/2-
graded vector space V , together with an even map ∂ : V −→ V (which may be interpreted
as differentiation), and a sequence of bilinear products
[AB]n : V ⊗ V −→ V, n ∈ Z,
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such that for given A and B, the product [AB]n vanishes for n sufficiently large. These
products are the Laurent coefficients of the operator product of the two fields in two-
dimensional conformal field theory (Belavin-Polyakov-Zamolodchikov [3]):
A(z) ·B(w) =
∞∑
n=−∞
[AB]n(w)
(z − w)n
.
For this reason, elements of a vertex algebra are sometimes referred to as fields. The
product [AB]0 is called the normal product of A and B, and should be thought of as a
renormalized product on V .
These products satisfy axioms, first written down by Borcherds [4], which are remi-
niscent of those of those of a Lie algebra. (We have reindexed his products in order to
agree with the conventions of physicists: thus, we write [AB]n where Borcherds writes
An−1B.)
(Jacobi)
[[AB]mC]n =
∞∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
m−1
i
)(
[A[BC]n+i]m−i + (−1)
m+|A| |B|[B[AC]i+1]m+n−i−1
)
Here
(
a
i
)
= a(a− 1) . . . (a− i+ 1)/i!.
(Commutativity)
[BA]n = (−1)
n+|A| |B|
∞∑
i=0
(−1)i
i!
∂i[AB]n+i
(Identity) There is an even element 1 such that ∂1 = 0 and for all A ∈ V ,
[1A]n =


A, n = 0,
0, n 6= 0.
For m = n = 0, the Jacobi rule simply says that
[[AB]0C]n =
∑
i≤0
[A[BC]−i]i +
∑
i>0
(−1)|A| |B|[B[AC]i]−i.
Subtracting the corresponding formula for (−1)|A| |B|[[BA]0C]0, we see that
[[AB]0C]n − (−1)
|A| |B|[[BA]0C]0 = [A[BC]0]0 − (−1)
|A| |B|[B[AC]0]0.
The above axioms imply the following properties of the derivation ∂.
Proposition A.1. [(∂A)B]n = (1− n)[AB]n−1 and ∂[AB]n = [(∂A)B]n + [A(∂B)]n
Proof. To calculate [(∂A)B]n, we use the Jacobi rule, and the formula ∂A = [A1]−1:
[(∂A)B]n = [[A1]−1B]n =
∞∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
−2
i
)(
[A[1B]n+i]−i−1 − [1[AB]i+1]n−i−2
)
.
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Note that (−1)i
(
−2
i
)
= i+1. If n < 1, only the first term on the left-hand side contributes,
with i = −n. On the other hand, if n > 1, only the second term contributes, with
i = n− 2.
To calculate [A(∂B)]n, we apply the commutativity axiom:
[A(∂B)]n =
∞∑
i=0
(−1)n+i+|A| |B|
i!
∂i[(∂B)A]n+i
=
∞∑
i=0
(−1)n+i+|A| |B|
i!
(1− n− i)∂i[BA]n+i−1
= (n− 1)
∞∑
i=0
(−1)(n−1)+i+|A| |B|
i!
∂i[BA]n+i−1 +
∞∑
i=0
(−1)n+i+|A| |B|
i!
∂i[BA]n+i
= (n− 1)[AB]n−1 + ∂[AB]n.
In this paper, we will only use the following consequence of the Jacobi rule, discovered
by Sevrin et al. [21]. This formula shows the extent to which the map B 7→ [AB]m,
m > 0, behaves like a derivation.
Proposition A.2. If m > 0,
[A[BC]n]m =
m−1∑
i=0
(
m−1
i
)
[[AB]m−iC]n+i + (−1)
|A| |B|[B[AC]m]n
=
∞∑
i=0
(−1)i
i!
[[(∂iA)B]mC]n+i + (−1)
|A| |B|[B[AC]m]n.
Proof. If m > 0, the Jacobi rule may be rewritten
[[AB]mC]n =
m−1∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
m−1
i
)(
[A[BC]n+i]m−i − (−1)
|A| |B|[B[AC]m−i]n+i
)
.
It follows that
m−1∑
j=0
(
m−1
j
)
[[AB]m−jC]n+j =
m−1∑
j=0
m−j−1∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
m−1
j
)(
m−j−1
i
)
(
[A[BC]n+i+j]m−i−j − (−1)
|A| |B|[B[AC]m−i−j ]n+i+j
)
.
The proposition now follows from the combinatorial identity
∑
{0≤i,j≤m−1|i+j=k}
(−1)i
(
m−1
j
)(
m−j−1
i
)
=


1, k = 0,
0, k > 0,
which is a trivial consequence of the identity (x+ (1− x))m−1 = 1.
The singular part of the operator product expansion is denoted
A(z) ·B(w) ∼
∑
n>0
[AB]n(w)
(z − w)n
.
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We will call the algebraic structure similar to a vertex algebra, but with products [AB]n
only for n > 0, satisfying the commutativity and identity axioms as well as the formula
of Propositions A.2 and A.1, a chiral algebra. The reader is warned that this is not a
standard piece of terminology, but it will be useful to have a word for this notion.
A stress-energy tensor in a vertex algebra is an even element T such that for all A ∈ V ,
[TA]1 = ∂A,
and for some scalar c (the central charge of T),
T(z) ·T(w) ∼
1
2
c · 1(w)
(z − w)4
+
2T(w)
(z − w)2
+
∂T(w)
z − w
.
It is usual to denote the scalar multiples c · 1(w) of the identity 1 simply by c. An element
A of V has conformal dimension a ∈ R if [TA]2 = aA. For example, the conformal
dimension of 1 is zero, while the conformal dimension of T is 2.
Lemma A.3. The conformal dimension of [AB]0 is the sum of the conformal dimensions
of A and B.
Proof. By the Leibniz rule, we see that
[T[AB]0]2 = [[TA]2B]0 + [[TA]1B]1 + [A[TB]2]0 = (a + b)[AB]0 + [(∂A)B]1.
The second term vanishes by Proposition A.1.
To a chiral algebra V (and in particular to a vertex algebra) is associated a Lie algebra
L(V ) = V [z, z−1]/{(∂A)zn + nAzn−1},
with bracket
[Azn, Bzm] =
∑
k≥0
(
n
k
)
[AB]k+1z
n+m−k.
If A has conformal dimension a, one denotes the element Azn of the Lie algebra L(V ) by
An−a+1. It follows from the properties of the identity that 1n = 0 for n 6= 0, and that 10
lies in the centre of L(V ). The modes of the stress-energy tensor satisfy the relations of
the Virasoro algebra,
[Tn,Tm] = (n−m)Tn+m +
c
12
n(n2 − 1)1n+m.
By a representation of a chiral algebra, we will mean a representation of its associated
Lie algebra L(V ). We only consider representations in the category O, the definition of
which is analogous to that of the category O for an affine Kac-Moody algebra or the
Virasoro algebra.
If K is a field of conformal dimension 1, then given fields A and B = [KA]1, we have
the relation Bn = [K0, An]. For this reason, we denote the graded commutator with the
zero mode K0 by ad(K).
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An element A is a primary field of conformal dimension a if
T(z) ·A(w) ∼
aA(w)
(z − w)2
+
∂A(w)
z − w
.
The modes of a primary field A in L(V ) satisfy the following commutation relations with
the Virasoro algebra spanned by Tn:
[Tn, Am] = ((a− 1)n−m)An+m.
We can now give the proof of Proposition 1.2.
Proof. The proof is a straighforward, though lengthy, exercise in the application of Propo-
sition A.2. We will use the formulas
T = [G+G−]1 −
1
2
∂J = [G−G+]1 +
1
2
∂J = 1
2
[G+G−]1 +
1
2
[G−G+]1,
J = [G+G−]2 = −[G
−
G
+]2,
d = [G+G−]3 = [G
−
G
+]3.
(1) We start by calculating J(z) · J(w):
[JJ]n = [J[G
+
G
−]2]n = [[JG
+]1G
−]n+1 + [G
+[JG−]n]2
=


[[JG+]1G
−]2 + [G
+[JG−]1]2 = 0, n = 1,
[[JG+]1G
−]3 = d, n = 2,
[[JG+]1G
−]n+1 = 0, n > 2.
(2) Next we calculate J(z) ·T(w):
[JT]n =
1
2
([J[G+G−]1]n + [J[G
−
G
+]1]n)
= 1
2
([[JG+]1G
−]n + [[JG
−]1G
+]n) +
1
2
([G+[JG−]n]1 + [G
−[JG+]n]1)
=


1
2
([[JG+]1G
−]1 + [[JG
−]1G
+]1 + [G
+[JG−]1]1 + [G
−[JG+]1]1) = 0, n = 1,
1
2
([[JG+]1G
−]2 + [[JG
−]1G
+]2) = J, n = 2,
1
2
([[JG+]1G
−]3 + [[JG
−]1G
+]3) = d− d = 0, n = 3,
1
2
([[JG+]1G
−]n + [[JG
−]1G
+]n) = 0, n > 3.
(3) Next we show that G+(z) ·F(w) = 0. Observe that
[G+F]n = [G
+[G+Φ]1]n = −[G
+[G+Φ]n]1.
The right-hand side vanishes for n > 1, while it equals the negative of the left-hand side
for n = 1.
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(4) We next calculate G−(z) ·T(w). We will use the fact that
[G±(∂J)]n = ∂[G
±
J]n + [(∂G
±)J]n =


∓∂G±, n = 1,
±G±, n = 2,
0, n > 2.
Also, observe that
[G−[G−G+]1]n = [[G
−
G
−]1G
+]n − [G
−[G−G+]n]1.
For n = 1, this shows that [G−[G−G+]1]1 =
1
2
[FG+]1 = 0, and thus that
[G−T]n = [G
−[G−G+]1]n +
1
2
[G−(∂J)]n =
1
2
∂G−.
For n = 2, we see that
[G−T]2 = [G
−[G−G+]1]2 +
1
2
[G−(∂J)]2 = −[G
−[G−G+]2]1 −
1
2
G
− = −3
2
G
−.
Similar reasoning shows that [G−T]n = 0 for n > 2.
The calculation of G+(z) ·T(w) is similar, except that we use the formula T = [G+G−]1−
1
2
∂J.
(5) Next, we calculate T(z) ·T(w):
[TT]n =
1
2
([T[G+G−]1]n + [T[G
−
G
+]1]n)
= 1
2
((n− 1)[[TG+]2G
−]n−1 + [[TG
+]1G
−]n
+ (n− 1)[[TG−]2G
+]n−1 + [[TG
−]1G
+]n)
+ 1
2
([G+[TG−]n]1 + [G
−[TG+]n]1).
For n = 1, this equals
1
2
(
[(∂G+)G−]1 + [(∂G
−)G+]1 + [G
+(∂G−)]1 + [G
−(∂G+)]1
)
= 1
2
(∂[G+G−]1 + ∂[G
−
G
+]1) = ∂T.
For n = 2, we obtain
1
2
(
[[TG+]2G
−]1 + [[TG
−]2G
+]1 + [[TG
+]1G
−]2 + [[TG
−]1G
+]2
+ [G+[TG−]2]1 + [G
−[TG+]2]1
)
= 2T.
For n = 3, we obtain
1
2
(
2[[TG+]2G
−]2 + 2[[TG
−]2G
+]2 + [[TG
+]1G
−]3 + [[TG
−]1G
+]3
)
= 0.
Finally, for n = 4 we obtain
1
2
(
3[[TG+]2G
−]3 + 3[[TG
−]2G
+]2 + [[TG
+]1G
−]4 + [[TG
−]1G
+]4
)
= 3
2
d.
(6) From the vanishing of G−(z) ·Φ(w), it follows that [ΦF]n = −
1
2
[Φ[G−G−]1]n = 0 for
all n > 0. From this, we see that [FF]n = [G
+[ΦF]n]1 = 0.
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(7) We now calculate G−(z) ·F(w). Using the fact [JΦ]1 = −3Φ, we see that
3Φ = [ΦJ]1 = −[Φ[G
−
G
+]2]1 = [G
−[ΦG+]1]2 = [G
−
F]2.
Incidentally, this shows that
[ΦΦ]n =
1
3
[Φ[G−F]2]n = −
1
3
[G−[ΦF]n]2 = 0.
A similar calculation shows that [G−F]n = 0 for n > 2. Since
[G−F]1 = −
1
2
[G−[G−G−]1]1 = −
1
2
[[G−G−]1G
−]1 +
1
2
[G−[G−G−]1]1,
we see that 2[G−F]1 = [FG
−]1. But [FG
−]1 + [G
−
F]1 = ∂[G
−
F]2 = 3∂Φ, and we conclude
that [G−F]1 = ∂Φ.
(8) We now calculate Φ(z) ·T(w):
[ΦT]n =
1
2
([Φ[G+G−]1]n + [Φ[G
−
G
+]1]n) =


1
2
([FG−]1 − [G
−
F]1) =
1
2
∂Φ, n = 1,
1
2
[FG−]2 =
3
2
F, n = 2,
1
2
[FG−]n = 0, n > 2.
The formula for T(z) ·F(w) is easily obtained from this, since F = [G+Φ]1.
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